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About the Presenter

As an HR Analytics Consultant at HCMI, Chris focuses on optimizing your budget to your 
workforce, automating routine reporting processes, and conducting research for big 
business results. His Industrial/Organizational Psychology background gives him a people 
oriented perspective into the People Analytics world, which translates into results that 
augment your decision-making abilities. Additionally, he specializes in telling compelling 
stories with data through visual representations and oral presentations. 

Chris holds a B.A. in Industrial/Organizational Psychology from Brigham Young University -
Idaho and is a Certified Associate Professional in Human Resources.

Christopher Taulbee - Analyst, HCMI



People Analytics for Business

What We Do:

 Measure the immeasurable in human capital

 Transform workforce data into business intelligence

 Provide tools and training so HR can partner with Finance

The Human Capital Management Institute (HCMI) was founded on the belief that
organizations can and must find better ways of measuring their investments in human
capital. Our vision of the future is one in which human capital data is as integral to business
decision making as financial information is today.

HCMI Background:

 Specialized in HR analysis and measurement

 Deep expertise in Workforce Analytics and Planning

 Board made up of CFOs and HR heads

About HCMI



Agenda: How to Build a People Analytics Center of 
Excellence

1. What is a Center of Excellence?

2. How to Begin Building Your Own CoE

3. How to Add Value Immediately (Quick Wins)



Additional Resources



"Could people someday look back at our 
beliefs today about the origin of what creates 

sustained business success with the same 
incredulity we share for the notion that 

people really once believed that if you went 
too far you would just fall off the earth?" 

Mike West



What is a CoE?
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The purpose of an HR Analytics CoE is to explain, empirically, not only what has happened in the
workforce, but to identify current trends, hot spot issues and, most critically, root causes and drivers
of why.

Coupling this depth of information with the ability to cost out the impact of issues or hot spots allows
a CoE to then forecast the annual and long term impact to the organization. A CoE should include:

• Subject Matter Experts, Best Practices, and Organization Support

• Tools and Research

• Setting Standards and Guidance (Human Capital Reporting, ISO)

• Training and Shared Learning

• Measurement

• Governance



Why is a CoE Important?

• A Forrester study of Business Performance Management shows that having a center of excellence significantly 
enhances the ability of an organization to meet or exceed the goals that the specific center supports

• The COE creates a quantifiable strategy to define, measure, analyze, improve, and control (DMAIC) through 
guidelines and standards. The COE is empowered to identify and report traditional as well as newly discovered 
workforce metrics and business drivers.

• The primary motivation for any Center of Excellence should be a focus on addressing real business issues, identifying 
root causes for these issues, as well as designing and recommending interventions. 

Forrester October 2007 US and UK Enterprise Architecture and Business Process Management Online Survey

An effective CoE drives valuable results:
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Elements of a CoE: Core Activities
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• Talent Management Strategy Alignment

• Governance & Standard Setting

• Technology / Infrastructure 

• Data Capture and Integration

• Building Capability

• Select Structure 

• Obtain Management Support

• Look for an Executive Champion

Center of Excellence 
Competency Center



Elements of a CoE: Keys to Success
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Keys to Success

Roles & Functions
• Financial (Analytics/Reporting)
• IT (Technology and Data)
• HR (Interpretation/Intervention)

Efficiency Factors
• Systems/Data Integration
• Data Accuracy/Validation
• Standards for Data & Metrics
• Tools for Analysis
• Team Skills and Capabilities

Effectiveness Factors
• Leverage Thought Leadership 
• Develop Expertise Internally (Educate)
• Create Standards, Drive Accountability
• Show Value-add Analysis
• Show Predictive Modeling & Planning
• Design Interventions
• Analytics Driven StrategyUse Analytics 

to drive 
Predictability



Poll Question
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Getting Started: Questions to Consider
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Manager Support 

Does the CoE have the support of managers and key stakeholders?

Expertise & Knowledge 

Does the CoE have the required Expertise and Knowledge to deliver value?

Technology 

Does the technology needed already exist within the company?  What are the company policies about application 
tools that can be used?  Does new technology need to be purchased?

Resources

Is there a budget?  Is there headcount?

Information & Data

What data is needed? What is the source of data to be used?  Will there be multiple data sources used?

Communications

Who is the targeted audience?  How will it be communicated?

Standards 

A mutual understanding of what the data points and metrics mean. 



Getting Started: Points of Caution
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Misaligned Goals & Objectives

Consequences

• Loss of Executive Support

• Failure to gain support from other departments

• Have an Analytics story that no one cares about: a case of the “So what?”

Company’s 
Goals & Objectives

HR 
Goals & Objectives

Talent Management 
Goals & Objectives

Compensation 
Goals & Objectives

HR IT
Goals & Objectives

Training & Development
Goals & Objectives

Company’s Goals & 
Objectives should dictate 
the Goals of HR

HR’s Goals & Objectives should 
dictate the goals of the departments 
within HR



Key Considerations: Skills and Roles
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Critical Skills:

1. Business Acumen

2. Consulting

3. Human Resources

4. Work Psychology

5. Data Science

6. Communications

Critical Roles:
1. CoE Leadership role (vision, presentation & business impact)

2. HR expert role (experience, functional/process knowledge)

3. Financial/statistical expert analyst role(s)
4. IT/HRIS data acquisition, integration and management role(s)
5. Project management and planning role(s)
6. Reporting and analysis role(s)

The Power of People, 170



Without Critical Roles…
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An HR Analytics CoE Without….
1. CoE Leadership Role =  No Support and Buy-in from key Stakeholders

2. HR expert role = Potential HR compliance issues, a disconnect from the most important people 
issues

3. Financial/statistical expert analyst role(s) = Lack of analytical depth, potentially misleading 
results

4. IT/HRIS data acquisition, integration and management role(s) = Limited access to databases and 
clean data

5. Project management and planning role(s) = Project scope creep, missed deadlines

6. Reporting and analysis role(s) = Weak visuals and presentations



Key Considerations: Organization Structure

Centralized                                                      Decentralized

COE
Leader

Mgr/Lead   
HRIT

Specialist

Mgr/Lead 
Reporting

Analyst

Specialist

Mgr/Lead 
Analytics

Analyst

Mgr/Lead 
Planning

Analyst

Planner

COE
Leader

Lead 
Planning

Lead 
Analytics

Unit  
Leader

Planning 
Analyst

Reporting

Unit  
Leader

Reporting 
Analyst

Reporting 
Specialist

Unit  
Leader

HRIT 
Analyst

Reporting 
Specialist

Weaknesses:

• More expensive structure

• Organizational resistance 

• Top down priority setting 

• Bureaucracy inflexibility risk

• Difficulty juggling projects

Strengths:

• Clear control/accountability

• Strong governance

• Standard setting ability 

• Rapid COE advances

• Large project capability

Strengths:

• Lower cost, higher flexibility

• Business units buy-in

• Fits decentralized culture

• Multi-project capability

• Builds broad expertise base



Key Considerations: Core Competencies

Information  Technology      Financial Analysis                                       Human Resources  

Critical Contributions

 Liaise in HR function & to organization

 Identify issues & provide input to COE 

 HR expertise to evaluate findings

 Ensure HR compliance, & governance 

 Review analysis, provide feedback, insights and 
conclusions

 Recommend workforce interventions and actions

 Prepare workforce reports & analysis 

 Liaise with Finance function

 Apply financial analysis methods to identify cost 
savings & ROI

 Turn data into fact based decision making tools

 Validate data quality & consistency

 Identify data requirements 

 Access to workforce data

 Expert systems knowledge (i.e.. where to get the 
data) 

 Systems and solutions design ability (i.e. 
automation, solutions design, reports design)

 Database construction and data management

 Communicate and sell  findings and business case ROI 
to mgmt

 Lead interventions and changes to workforce and HR 
policies & practices

 Support analytic storytelling 

 Drive organization education process on findings and 
actions

 Identify issues for investigation  & hypotheses for root 
causes

 Bring analytic discipline & rigor to workforce analysis

 Statistical analysis to find root causes

 Define metrics & data repot standards

 Use Finance experience for insightful analyses that 
can pass CFO scrutiny

 Tell stories with the data, make complexity clear and 
compelling

 Pull data from systems for  analysis

 Identify/implement system changes to improve 
processes & data quality

 Build, establish or populate  custom or proprietary 
databases 

 Liaise with IT organization

 Address IT data security issues

 Execute  governance recommendations

Critical Contributions

Core Competencies

Critical Contributions

Core Competencies Core Competencies
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Poll Question
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Helpful Tips: Building the Foundation
While Drawing HR and the Organization Out of Comfort Zone, Provide Tools 

and Establish Environment to Encourage use of Human Capital Data

Enable use of data and 
reinforce usage through 

exercises

Identify and provide support 
to bridge skill gaps and 

improve analysis over time

Create analysis opportunities 
and   encourage use of data

Use rewards and recognition 
to encourage behaviors

Navigation Training

Share Best Practices

Skills Assessments

Analysis Training

Early Adopter Test Cases

Analysis Activities

Executive Support

Recognition for Analysis
Achievements

10/26/2005 28

Correlation Coefficient ( 0-1)

Factors Leading to Increased TurnoverFactors Leading to Increased Turnover

Job Title or Position

Dissatisfaction With Compensation

High vs. Low Turnover Manager

Commute Distance 

Driver #3

Driver #2

Driver #1

.50

.33

.27

.02

Low 

Turnover 

Impact 

High 
Turnover 
Impact

Some 

Turnover 

Impact

.11

Work Location

Number of Jobs in Last 3 Years .70

Hired Through Employee Referral .19

Turnover Study: Drivers of Turnover

Tools Skills Opportunities Rewards



Helpful Tips: Best Practices
COE Steps to Success 
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Start with HR - HR 
leadership & function support 

is critical to COE success

Option A – Rollout Early adopters 
(1 – 2), focus on quick wins address 
basic needs. Optional project with  

strong ROI

• Partner with stakeholders on  issues & 
analysis

• Identify quick win projects  to show COE 
value add 

• Select issues for quick wins such as data 
cleanup, reporting or basic metrics

• Conduct opportunity sizing, consider a 
medium  project to show larger ROI

• Conduct training

• Profile early successes to the rest of the 
organization

Communication Plan

• Show COE mission & goals aligned to 
business strategy 

• Cascade communications, sharing with 
top levels and working down 

• Present initial  goals, solicit business unit 
input

• Show COE value add by resolving 
business issues (quick wins)

• Communicate timelines and share 
progress

• Ensure HR mgmt support

• Assess HR data & systems 

• Partner with HR functions 

• Define benefits for HR area

• Offer internal consulting to solve HR 
function issues

• Train & educate HR first

• Solicit HR function input and 
recommendations

• Get HR generalist business partners 
on board to pre-sell COE to business 
units

Get HR on Board

• Form governance/advisory committees 
as objective  3rd parties to address issues

• Solicit feedback and work requests, 
share progress

• Conduct advanced analysis training for 
early adopters

• Focus on standards, work simplification, 
accuracy and risk mitigation

• Consider benchmarks and continuous 
improvement goals for select metrics

Option B – Rollout enterprise 
wide, focus on standard setting and 
basic measures, Key to show value 

for all

Create a plan - Get approval,  
CEO or executive champion 

statement of support

Early Adopter Plan Total Rollout Plan



The Complexity-Impact Matrix

Low                                                                                                     High

High

Low

Impact

Complexity

Quick Win Big Bet

Trivial Endeavor Pet Project

Courtesy “The Power of 
People,” 126



What does Success Look Like? 
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1. Focused management of workforce fixed and variable costs

2. A clear path for talent

3. A foundational structure to drive standards

4. Data governance, ownership and control of workforce data

5. A hub for mitigating and managing workforce risk

Considerations:

• Workforce Measures that “Link” to Business Results
“ A single point of data is not enough to make a story”
“ We need context to show value and explain the linkage”

• Historical data is important, predictive data is critical
“ What will our workforce will look like in 5 years ?”
“ Where are we going, then we’ll decide if we need to change course ?”

• Data is not enough, analytics must show stories and insights 
“ What are our critical workforce issues?”
“ What are our critical workforce metrics?”



Summary
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A workforce analytics and planning Center of Excellence (CoE) is a group or focused effort on rapid 
advancement and achievement of excellence.  

By forming a CoE, you have embarked on an important phase of your workforce planning and analytics 
journey.

You may find these additional tools and resources from HCMI helpful as you form your Center of Excellence:

– CoE Training: “Step by Step Center of Excellence: Formation, Action Plan & Rollout Strategy (Initial 12 Months)”



Contact Information: 

Human Capital Management Institute

Chris Taulbee, Workforce Analyst
Chris.taulbee@hcminst.com

www.hcminst.com info@hcminst.com

www.hcminst.com/training www.hcminst.com/thought-leadership

Workforce Intelligence 
Consortium Group

@HCMI
Workforce Intelligence Software
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• https://www.cornerstoneondemand.com/rework/how-build-hr-
analytics-team-infographic

• https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/03/12/forget-data-
scientists-and-hire-a-data-translator-instead/#20e3310e848a
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